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number of data points
static pressure
blade chord Reynolds number = _
v
skewness
Student's t score representing all but 2.5% of one tail of the Student's t
distribution for a given degree of freedom
streamwise velocity
velocity at the boundary layer or wake edge
velocity
coordinate normal to the blade surface or across the wake
VP
iv
kinematic viscosity(0.150cm2/sec for air)








Measurements have been made of the boundary layers and wakes about a highly loaded,
double-circular-arc compressor blade in cascade. These laser Doppler velocimetry measurements
have yielded a very detailed and precise data base with which to test the application of viscous
computational codes to turbomachinery. In order to test the computational codes at off-design
conditions, the data have been acquired at a chord Reynolds number of 500,000 and at three
incidence angles. Average values and 95_ confidence bands have been tabularized for the velocity,
local turbulence intensity, skewness, kurtosis, and percent backflow. Tables also exist for the
blade static-pressure distributions and boundary layer velocity profiles reconstructed to account
for the normal pressure gradient.

Chapter 1 Introduction
In volume one of this report, we reported the detailed measurements and analysis of the
boundary layers and wakes about a double-circular-arc compressor blade in cascade. The highly
loaded blades operated near a chord Reynolds number of 500,000 and at incidence angles of 5.0,
-1.5, and -8.5 degrees. These conditions are typical of modern compressor blades and should
provide an excellent data base for comparisons with viscous computations-especially under off-
design conditions. The physical understanding of this complex flow field was emphasized in
volume one of this report. In this, volume two, we make the measurements accessible to compu-
tational comparison by presenting data tables. As noted in volume one, computer tapes of this
data are available at the Applied Research Laboratory from either William C. Zierke or Steven
Deutsch, at the NASA Lewis Research Center from Nelson Sanger, or from COSMIC.
Chapter 2 Experimental Results
Since the blade static-pressuredistributionprovides the localstreamwise pressure gradients
and thus the resultingcharacter of the boundary layersand wakes, one must firstcompare
numerical computations with the measured static-pressuredistribution.Tables 1,2,and 3 show
the measured valuesofthe static-pressurecoefficient,Cp, forthe incidenceanglesof5.0,-1.5,and
-8.5degrees,respectively.The values of the boundary layer edge velocity,Us, that accompany
these measured valuesof Cp were computed from the inviscidequation
= v1 /10 -
The inlet reference velocity, _, was measured with a five-hole probe approximately 36 mm
upstream of and parallel to the leading edge line. For the incidence angles of 5.0, -1.5, and -8.5
degrees, we measured Vl to be 33.11, 32.88, mad 33.28 m//sec, respectively. In computing Cp, we
used the value 1.205 kg/m 3 for the fluid density.
_Bounda_y layers and near wakes were measured with a one-component, laser Doppler ve-
locimeter (LDV), while far wakes were measured with a five-hole probe. For the LDV mea-
surements, we employed simple arithmetic averaging to compute the moments of the velocity
3Table i. Static-pressure coefficients for i = 5.0 degrees


































































































































































































































































































































































































and the variance as
N
1 _(u. - .)2U 12 = _"
n=l
Local turbulence intensitywas taken as v/'_-/uand turbulence intensitywas taken as v/'_/Ue.








In addition,we could easilycompute the percent backflow by calculatingthe portion of the
measured velocitydistributionthat includesnegative velocities.
For allboundary layersand wakes, profileswere defined by statisticallytreatingthe data
for six individualexperiments. Six experiments were chosen as the statisticsfound from six
experiments showed lessthan I% scatterin the freestreamdata. Deviation bands represent95_
confidence levelsas determined by a Student's t test,
Su
" ± _t0.gz5 ,
where N isthe number of samples. Tabularizeddata for the Student's t testyieldt0._v5= 2.571
when the number of degrees offreedom (N - I} isfive.Tables 4 through 80 show the average
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Chapter 3 Reconstructed Values
In volume one of this report, we performed a detailed analysis of all the measured boundary
layers. The streamline curvature within the blade passage causes a normal pressure gradient
which results in a cross streamline gradient in the inviscid velocity profile. In order to find a
consistent method to account for this normal pressure gradient, we treated the measured velocity
profiles as composite profiles composed of the sum of a boundary layer profile and an inviscid
profile, less what appears in both,
Urnen8 = U Jr Uinv -- Ue •
A least-squares polynomial fit was used to find the inviscid profile from the freestream velocity
measurements and this profile was extrapolated to the blade surface to determine Ue since the
measured and boundary layer profiles vanish at the blade surface. Remember that the values
of Ue are only a result of this technique for analyzing boundary layers with a normal pressure
gradient; these values may not exist in the actual flow. We can use the profiles of urneas and Uinv
and the values of Ue to reconstruct the velocity profiles in terms of the boundary layer velocity,
u. Tables 81 through 147 show these reconstructed profiles.
122
Table 81, Reconstructed Velocity Data for 2.7% Chord




































































































































Table 82. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 5.9% Chord


















































































































Table 83. Reconstructed Velocity Data




























































































































Table 84. Reconstructed Velocity Data











































































































































Table 85. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 35.8% Chord




















































































Table 86. Reconstructed Velocity Data





























































































































































Table 87. Reconstructed Velocity Data





























































































































































Table 88. Reconstructed Velocity Data





























































































































































Table 89. Reconstructed Velocity Data
































































































































































Table 90. Reconstructed Velocity Data





































































































































































Table 91. Reconstructed Velocity Data




































































































































































Table 92. Reconstructed Velocity Data




































































































Table 93. Reconstructed Velocity Data





































































































































Table 94. Reconstructed Velocity Data











































































































































































Table 95. Reconstructed Velocity Data







































































































































































Table 96. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 33.2% Chord


































































































































































Table 97. Reconstructed Velocity Data

















































































































































































Table 98. Reconstructed Velocity Data









































































































































































Table 99. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 63.2% Chord








































































Table i00. Reconstructed Velocity Data


























































































































































































Table i01. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 84.2% Chord





















































































































































Table 102. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 94.9% Chord

































































































































































































































































Table 103. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 4.3% Chord








































































Table 104. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 9.7% Chord









































































Table 105. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 20.5% Chord
on the Pressure Surface for an incidence angle
of -1.5 deg.
y u u






















































Table 106. Reconstructed Velocity Data


















































































































Table 107. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 40.0% Chord




















































































































































































Table 109. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 55.1% Chord


































Table Ii0. Reconstructed Velocity Data




















































































































































Table iii. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 70.3% Chord
































Table 112. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 80.0% Chord
































Table 113. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 89.7% Chord
































Table 114. Reconstructed Velocity Data





















































































Table 115. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 7.3% Chord






















Table 116. Reconstructed Velocity Data





















































































Table 117. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 14.5% Chord




































Table 118. Reconstructed Velocity Data

























































































































Table 119. Reconstructed Velocity Data































































































































Table 120. Reconstructed Velocity Data








































































































































Table 121. Reconstructed Velocity Data








































































































































Table 122. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 60.2% Chord

























































































































































Table 123. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 70.6% Chord














































































Table 124. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 80.0% Chord


































































Table 125. Reconstructed Velocity Data












































































































































































































Table 126. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 4.3% Chord








































































Table 127. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 9.7% Chord






















































Table 128. Reconstructed Velocity Data





















































































Table 129. Reconstructed Velocity Data






























































































Table 130. Reconstructed Velocity Data







































































































Table 131. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 49.7% Chord
































































Table 132. Reconstructed Velocity Data

































































































Table 133. Reconstructed Velocity Data

































































































Table 134. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 80.0% Chord


















































































































Table 135. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 89.7% Chord

































Table 136. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 98.4% Chord































Table 137. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 10.4% Chord





















Table 138. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 19.7% Chord





































































Table 139. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 30.1% Chord





























Table 140. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 40.5% Chord























































































Table 141. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 49.8% Chord














































































Table 142. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 55.0% Chord














































































Table 143. Reconstruc£ed Velocity Data



















































































































Table 144. Reconstructed Velocity Data








































































































































































































































Table 146. Reconstructed Velocity Data for 90.3% Chord



























































































































Table 147. Reconstructed Velocity Data
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